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Our Under 5s trails are 
designed to help you get 
the most out of  a visit 
to the museum with your  
little ones - through
exploring, looking and 
talking together.

Follow the clues to find

the 14 mice!

If  you get stuck, use the 

maps to help you
You’ll need to comb your 
hair for this one!Follow the reindeer 

and whales to find 

this one.

Is this mouse in

a house?
The bells will take 
you to this one.

You will find this 
mouse at a temple.

Watch out! 
There’s a croc about.
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You could play games

with this mouse.

Did you find all

the mice?

  Well Done!

Successful museum mouse collectors 
can pick up a sticker from the 
Information point or ask a Gallery 
Attendant.

This mouse is 
hooked on fishing.

This mouse is nibbling 

some cheese!

Is this mouse taking 

a tea break?
Look in the mirror
for this one.
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A sword for a 

mouseketeer.
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You won’t trap 
this one!
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This mouse is a 
brave foot soldier.

Make your own museum mouse mask !
Turn over for a template and instructions...
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To make your mask:

The mask will be nice and strong
if  you trace or photocopy
this template onto card.
It will be fine on paper, 
just not as robust.

You will need:
scissors
colouring pencils or crayons
stapler
elastic
bits to decorate & for whiskers

1 cut out the mask shape
 along the black lines

2 cut out the eye holes
 (all 4 of  them!)

3 slide the left side of
 the mask over the right
 hand side, until the
 two arrows line up

now you can see how
the mask makes a mouse’s face

4 colour in and
 decorate the face

5 staple the mask together,
 add some whiskers and
 some elastic to keep it on

the Pitt Rivers Museum
mouse mask


